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Haribhadrasuri—^l4HidM4»W4^ (Sanskrit text). Royal 12mo.,
pp. 750,    Sheth   Devchand   Lalbhai   Jain    Pustakoddhar
Fund, Surafc, 1941.	[589
A Jain work regarding quietism by Vachak Umaswati with the
Commentary of Vikram Samvat 1185 by Shri Haribhadrasuri.
Jain, Kamta Prasai—The Jaina Chronology.   JA.   VII. Pfc.
2, pp. 73-80.	[590
Continued from JA. V, p. 64. Gives the chronology of the events
of the ancient historical period.
	 Asoka and Jainism.   JA. VII, Pt. 1, pp. 21-25   [591
Continued frornJ14. VI. p. 50. In this instalment the writer traces
the existence of Jainism in the countries of Arabia, Persia and Afgha-
nistan, and supports the view that Asoka formed his Dharma on the
basis of Jainism and preached it abroad as well.
	 The  Digambara and  Svetambara  Sects   of Jainism.
In No. 1434, pp. 228-237.	[592
Examines a few conclusions of Mr. C. J. Shah in id\& Jainism in North
India, and confines himself to three important points of controversy
raised in the work. Concludes that it is .not justified to connect the
Svetambaras with Parsva and the Digambaras with the last Tirthankara,
since it is proved independently that every one of the Tirthankaras
lived as a naked sramana, It is a fact that the Digambara-Svetambara
division ia the Jain church finally appeared in the first century A. D,
Johnson, Helen M.-—[OatIines of Jainism,] by Jagmanderlal
Jaini, New York, 1940. See ABIHL III, No. 76L [593
"Occasionally Jaini's English terminology is inconsistent. Angels
and devils is not bad Christian terminology for devas and narakas; but
Jaini sometimes, uses angels for devas only and sometimes to include
both (p. 43), which use might be confusing to a beginner struggling
with the five kinds of bodies. ' Falling away ' is hardly adequate for
nirjara, which is a definite wearing away. The height of the Middle
world is corrected (pp. 121 and 122) from 100,040 yojanas to 100,000.
There is considerable variation on this point. Hemacandra (Trisasti
2.3.483) says the Middle World is 900 yojanas above the earth and" 900
below." JAGS. Vol. 61, pp. 66-6;.
Kapadia, Mulchand Kisandas—Yogasaratika, by Brahmaohari
Sitalprasad Ji. (Prakrit-Hindi text). -Digambar Jain
Pustakalaya, Surat, 1941 (?)	[594
Contains an elaborate Hindi commentary, accompanied by the text,
of the old Jain Philosophical text in Prakrit,—the Yogasara of
Yogindudeva fe 6th century A. D.)-

